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ABSTRACT

Using ray-tracing, a detailed investigation of the lower hybrid (LH) wave propagation in

presence of toroidal magnetic field ripple is presented. The local ray behavior is first depicted

for a cylindrical equilibrium periodically modulated along the axial direction. Variations along

ray trajectories in the component of the wave vector parallel to the equilibrium magnetic field

are observed, with a maximum relative amplitude that is locally of the order of the ripple level.

For the full rippled toroidal equilibrium, a similar local behavior is found when the ray

trajectory crosses a high ripple region at the outboard plasma edge. However, despite the rather

modest amplitude of the local ray perturbation that results from magnetic ripple, its global

influence on ray trajectories may be strong, as a consequence of the combining effects of

toroidal and poloidal inhomogeneities. A strong sensitivity to launching conditions is found, so

that both poloidal and toroidal extents of the antenna must be considered in realistic

calculations. By coupling ray tracing with a one-dimensional relativistic Fokker-Planck code,

simulations of LH experiments have been performed for the TORE SUPRA tokamak [Equipe

TORE SUPRA, in Proceedings of the 15th Conference on Plasma Physics and Controlled

Nuclear Fusion Research, Seville (International Atomic Energy Agency, Vienna, 1987), 1,

AIEA-CN-60 / Al-5, p. 105 ], which has a large magnetic ripple at the plasma edge (7%). It is
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shown that magnetic ripple may induce significant modifications in the LH power deposition

profiles, mainly in the "few passes" regime when single-pass absorption does not occur and

when the wave makes some, but not many, passes inside the plasma before being absorbed. In

this case, the effect of magnetic ripple leads usually to a broadening of the power deposition

profile and a shift towards the center of the plasma, a behavior which may be explained by an

increase in the overall ray stochasticity. A large modification of the LH absorbed power

spectrum averaged over the plasma volume is also observed in this regime, which corresponds

to a better coupling with high energy electrons. This effect still remains if the ripple amplitude

is reduced by a factor three, while the power deposition profile without ripple is nearly

recovered. In very-low absorption regimes, where full ray stochasticity takes place, the very

large number of passes ends up canceling any effects due to the ripple perturbation. Taking into

account magnetic ripple in LH simulations, a better agreement is found between numerical

predictions and experimental observations, such as non-thermal bremsstrahlung emission,

current profile, ripple-induced power losses in local magnetic mirrors, when plasma conditions

correspond to the "few passes" regime.

PACS numbers: 52.40.Db, 52.50.Gj, 42.15.Dp, 52.25.Nr



I. INTRODUCTION

In the design of a tokamak fusion reactor, the number of toroidal field coils results from

a compromise between the physical performances and the economical cost of the machine. The

need for a suitable access to the plasma for heating and diagnostic systems enters also as a key

criteria in the choice of the appropriate number of magnetic windings. Consequently, a lot of

theoretical and experimental studies have been carried out to estimate the level of the ripple

power losses due to particles that are toroidally trapped in local magnetic mirrors in minimum

B regions between the toroidal field coils, and lost to the wall during their vertical drift

motion.1"3 A serious increase of the first wall heat load has been observed on several machines

during neutral beam injection due to fast ions losses,4^ but also during lower hybrid (LH)

current drive on the tokamak TORE SUPRA,6 because of collisionless electrons with large

perpendicular energy.7 Besides these effects, which concern the fast particles population, it has

been shown in recent JET experiments that a lack of toroidal symmetry which results from the

discrete structure of the magnetic system leads also to a severe degradation of the overall

plasma performances: the stored energy in L-mode plasmas is low, while H-modes although

still obtainable are of poor quality.**

If it is now well known that the fast particle dynamics is strongly affected by the

toroidal magnetic field ripple, only few studies have been devoted to the perturbation of the LH

wave propagation and absorption in tokamak plasmas because of the lack of toroidal

symmetry. Up to now, in all LH interpretative codes based on ray-tracing and Fokker-Planck

calculations, it is assumed that toroidal magnetic field inhomogeneities - ripple but also

magnetic islands - are negligible. However, it has been pointed out that a departure from

axisymmetry could lead to a significant broadening of the LH power spectrum launched into

the plasma, and thus contribute to a strong modification of the power absorption process.9-10

The proposed mechanism is based on LH wave diffraction along its trajectory by the regular

modulations of the magnetic surfaces. Although the spread of the sidebands due to diffraction

is very small, the distortion of the wave front is expected to be significant due to the large ratio

i, where kn and ki are respectively the parallel and the perpendicular wave vector



components with respect to the direction of the equilibrium magnetic field. A strong

broadening of the launched spectrum is predicted, which may exceed in particular spectral

variations due to the classical toroidal propagation.11 However, even if a rough agreement is

found for LH experiments on the ASDEX tokamak,10 a deeper insight of the ripple effect on

the LH wave absorption is necessary, owing to the very crude approximations used to compute

the spectral broadening. Indeed, it is well known that an accurate determination of the LH

power deposition profiles remains a very difficult task. The uncertainty in predicting how the

power launched at low parallel refractive index n// from the antenna is deposited, lies greatly on

the fact that the LH wave propagation and absorption are non-linearly coupled, by way of the

temperature and current density profiles. This is particularly important when the wave makes

several passes in the plasma before being completely absorbed, in which case successive n//

upshifts and downshifts take place along the ray trajectories and the stochastic nature of the ray

propagation comes fully into play. Therefore, any small deviations from ideal equilibrium

conditions, which are often considered in LH modelling codes, may grossly modify the ray

dynamics, and consequently the power deposition profiles. The understanding of the LH wave

propagation in the multi-pass regime, which is essential to model current drive in the present

generation of tokamak experiments,12'17 thus requires to get as close as possible to the real

tokamak geometry.

For this purpose, a detailed study has been carried out recently to assess the overall

effect of the lack of axisymmetry on the LH wave dynamics, by means of ray-tracing and

Fokker-Planck calculations.18-19 It has been focused on wave refraction effects, which are of

primary importance in such inhomogeneous media, and have been neglected in previous

investigations.9-^ As a first step, it has been shown that for parameters of practical interest in

present-day tokamak experiments, the discreteness of the toroidal field system may

significantly alter the picture of LH wave propagation obtained from a straight cylindrical

geometry.19 Hence, the well known cylindrical accessibility condition for the LH wave to

penetrate to the plasma center is no longer valid, so the predicted power deposition profiles are

expected to be greatly modified.



In the present work, the effect of magnetic ripple on the LH wave dynamics is

investigated in a toroidal geometry, taking into account of both poloidal and toroidal

inhomogeneities. In order to have a clear insight of the local ray behavior, in particular when the

LH wave propagates close to the plasma edge, the ray dynamics is first studied in sec. II for a

cylindrical equilibrium periodically modulated along the axial direction, using the electrostatic

limit of the cold plasma LH dispersion relation. In this case, special emphasis is put on the ray

propagation at the cut-off layer, which plays an important role in the LH wave dynamics in

presence of ripple. The full toroidal case is presented in sec. Ill, and ray trajectories are then

calculated using the electromagnetic dispersion relation for the LH wave, including warm

plasma corrections.11 Simulations of the radial and energy dependences of the absorbed LH

power have been carried out for the tokamak TORE SUPRA, which has a large toroidal field

ripple at the plasma edge (7%), by coupling the ray tracing with a one-dimensional relativistic

Fokker-Planck code. Self-consistent calculations coupling the LH wave propagation and

absorption are performed, which account for the quasi-linear modifications induced by the LH

wave in the electron distribution function. Results, which are presented in sec. IV, are discussed

in terms of their sensitivity to the total number of rays launched into the plasma.15-16 The

toroidal extent of the antenna is also considered in detail, as ray trajectories strongly depend on

their launching toroidal angle at the plasma edge. The effect of magnetic ripple on the LH wave

dynamics is investigated in various plasma conditions, from single-pass absorption to fully

stochastic regimes. Comparison between numerical simulations and experimental results is

discussed in sec. V, mainly based on hard x-ray measurements.20 In this section, simulations

of ripple power losses, which are measured during LH current drive are also presented. The

predicted LH power deposition profiles and their respective energy dependences determined

from ray-tracing + Fokker-Planck calculations, including magnetic ripple perturbation, are used

as an input for a kinetic model,21 which allows to estimate losses due to fast particles trapped in

local magnetic mirrors during LH experiments. Finally, conclusions are given in sec. VI.



II . LH RAY PROPAGATION IN A PERIODICALLY MODULATED

CYLINDRICAL EQUILIBRIUM

The goal of this study is to assess how the magnetic ripple perturbation alone may

modify the LH wave dynamics. Even if this approach leads to strong oversimplifications with

respect to realistic plasma conditions in a tokamak, it provides a frame which enables to give a

clear insight of the ray behavior in a rippled equilibrium, without handling the complexity of the

full toroidal case arising from combining effects of poloidal and toroidal inhomogeneities.

A. MODEL EQUILIBRIUM

The study of ray trajectories requires a careful definition of the plasma

equilibrium. Indeed, its characteristics are crucial in determining accurately the wave dynamics.

In this section, an infinite column of plasma of circular section is considered, surrounded by a

discrete set of magnetic field coils equally spaced by a distance L.19 In this model, it is

assumed that a plasma equilibrium consistent with the plasma current Ip is achieved, which

corresponds to nested circular flux surfaces whose radii are periodically modulated in the axial

direction Oz. Neglecting finite (3 effects,22 the total magnetic field B is the sum of two terms,

B = Bt + Bp, where B t is the vacuum magnetic field created by the magnetic coils, and Bp

results from the current flow in the plasma.23 The ripple amplitude is considered to be small

enough so that it can be treated in a perturbative approach.24 Therefore, Bt(p] may be expanded

as Bt[P] = Bt[P] + Bt[p], where B([P] corresponds to the averaged value along the axial direction

ez, i.e. to the case of the straight cylindrical equilibrium, while B\[P] is the field perturbation

term whose amplitude is much smaller than Bt[p]= |Bi[PJ. In the geometry adopted here, er, ee

and ez are respectively the unit vectors along the radial, polar and axial directions.

Following the usual procedure, the three components of B t are deduced from the

relations V • Bt = 0 and V x Bi = 0 which are satisfied by a static magnetic field in vacuum.

The axial component of the field perturbation, B*= B t '
e*' *s ^ r s t expanded as a Fourier series

in the form Bt
z = Bt6(r) = B,E 5/r)cos ——, where the coefficients 8/r) are the weights of

, i*o \ L )
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harmonic numbers f of the dimensionless ripple depth 8(r), which is defined as the ratio

between the axial magnetic perturbation and the zeroth-order value. These coefficients are given

by the differential equation,

d% id*, 4 K ¥

dp- r dv L2 ^

whose solution is the modified Bessel function,25 5j(r) = ocloj —=—I, taking into account the

appropriate boundary conditions. The coefficient a introduced here is the small parameter in the

perturbative approach, which may be determined from a Fourier transform of the exact value of

Bt, considering the actual shape of the coils and the characteristics of the windings (thickness,

arrangement...). If the magnetic perturbation Bt is created by a uniformly distributed set of

identical coils, only the lowest harmonic is still important inside the plasma,24 provided that

—-— » 1 for all 5 values, a condition which is usually fulfilled for most tokamaks. Thus in

further calculations, the ripple depth is identified to its first harmonic 8(r) = 8fel(r).

For numerical simulations, parameters are defined in order to get a realistic description

of the highest ripple region in a tokamak. The distance between two consecutive coils is thus set

to L = — — —, where Rv and av are respectively the major and minor radius of the

N

tokamak vacuum vessel, while the small parameter a is adjusted in order to recover the ripple

depth amplitude 5(ap) at the outer edge of the plasma determined from a full toroidal

equilibrium code,26 oc = 8(aP)/lo p . Here ap is the plasma minor radius. The radial
/ \ IJ J

dependence of the ripple depth 8(r) is given in Fig. 1, for the following set of parameters which

corresponds to the tokamak TORE SUPRA: N = 18, Rv = 2.4 m, av = 0.9 m, ap = 0.8 m,

8(ap) = 7.5%. Close to the inner wall, the ripple level reaches 12.5%. As shown on Fig. 1, the

asymptotic expression of 8(r),

a 2g flT
2TC

 C L V r
(2)



which is deduced from the relation Urn Iv(x) = S—,25 is in very good agreement with the
*>- V27tx

exact one, thus justifying the previous assumption x = -=— » 1.

From the relation V x Bt = 0, it is straightforward to determine the radial component,

B [ = B t "
e ' . and the polar component, B? = Bt' ee, of Bt. Using the relation Ii(x) = -J°}^l25

dx

the vacuum magnetic field which results from the current flow in the coils is finally

B,
2*zYI

(3)

Flux surfaces, on which plasma parameters like electron temperature or density are

constant, are then defined from the expression of the magnetic field components (3), by

integrating the magnetic field-line equation — = — , where Br = B • er and B* = B • e*. The
Br Bz

radial and axial field components Br and Bz may be identified to Bf and Bf respectively, since

the polar current flow in the plasma is neglected. Therefore, up to the first order in the ripple

perturbation, the magnetic field-line equation is given by

dx

provided the condition alo l —— 1 « 1 is fulfilled, which is usually the case even close to the

vacuum vessel. The radial coordinate p(r,z) constant on each flux surface is then readily

obtained from the condition VpBt = 0 or —W—£- = = , by expanding p as a
6zl dr B1 dz

perturbative series p = p + p, where p is the radial coordinate averaged along the axial direction

ez> and p is the deviation from the straight cylindrical equilibrium. Identifying p to the radial

cylindrical coordinate r of the unperturbed equilibrium, and keeping only first order terms in

the ripple perturbation, p is given by the relation

8



Since flux surfaces radii vary periodically with z, the polar component of Bp ,

Bp = Bp • ee exhibits also modulations, as a consequence of the constraint Vp • j = 0 on the

plasma current density j . Using the relation V. j = 0 which results from V x Bp = |i0 j , the axial

component of j , j z = j e z , which is linked to Bp by the integral relation
M r

Bp = —— J2:tr jz(r ,z)dr deduced from Ampere's theorem, is given by the equation
zjtr o

sin —— (6)
3z r dr \ L J

up to the first order in the ripple perturbation. From the solution of (6) determined by a

perturbative approach carried out much in the same way than for the radial coordinate, it

follows that

Be
P(r,z) = Bp + BP = Be

P(r) + ̂ oa—III — J c o s [ — J j *

u. r

where BP(r) = ~ - J2jir jzrfr is the zeroth-order term of the polar component of the magnetic
JKT o

field Bp. In expression (7), ]z corresponds to the unperturbed current density profile of the

straight cylindrical equilibrium, and no is the vacuum magnetic permeability.
— 9

From relation (7), it is important to note that BP is very small throughout the plasma,

except when the current density profile is flat, a case which is usually non-realistic. For a

( r2Y' 1 B*
standard profile dependence of the form ] t(r)« 1—- , an upper bound for the ratio *

v ^p/ O\T) Dp

is found



_2Vi

The ratio | j , plotted in Fig. 2 for a parabolic current density profile (yj = 1), is much less
*\T) Bp

than unity in the high ripple region, which clearly indicates that in most realistic plasma
. 8

conditions, BP may be neglected throughout the whole plasma section. This result will be used

also to neglect ripple corrections of the poloidal magnetic field in the case of a toroidal

equilibrium discussed in Sec. III.

B. RAY TRAJECTORIES

The ray dynamics in the axially modulated cylindrical equilibrium is studied using the

electrostatic limit of the cold plasma LH dispersion relation. Even if this assumption restricts

the study to the condition n// » 1, it is still possible to get basic aspects of the ripple

perturbation effect on ray trajectories, without handling the complexity of more realistic

dispersion relations. The local slow wave dispersion relation is given by the condition

D(co,k,r) = O, where D(a),k,r) = £/,k2/ + £ ik i . Here, fm = — is the LH wave frequency,
2K

k = k re r + —ee + kzez the LH wave momentum canonically conjugate to the position vector

r = (r,0,z), with m the polar wave number, kr and kz the radial and axial components of k

respectively. The parallel and perpendicular components of k with respect to the equilibrium

magnetic field are defined by ku = k B/B and k± = k2 - k2, while the elements of the cold

plasma dielectric tensor,11'13'14-17 are

10



neglecting the ion contribution. In (9), —^ and —— are respectively the electron plasma
2K 2 TI

frequency and the electron gyro-frequency, with the condition co «C0p e < QCe. except at the

cut-off layer.

Following the usual procedure detailed in Ref. 11, ray trajectories are described by the

set of equations

dv
dx

(10)
_

dt ~ 8D/8co

Because of the polar symmetry, the polar LH wave number m remains a constant of the ray

motion, while the time evolution of kz along the ray trajectory must be fully considered, in

contrast with the case of the straight cylindrical equilibrium.

A numerical integration of the ray equations (10) from initial conditions (to, ro, ko) set

at the antenna is first carried out, using a standard fifth-order Runge-Kutta procedure with an

adaptable integration step size.27 The integration accuracy is checked at each step following the

usual technique,11 a procedure which ensures that the dispersion relation D = 0 is well fulfilled

along the ray path. In the simulations, electron density and current density profiles are defined

by

ne(p) = (n.o- n . )

(11)

and

p<aP (12)

],(p)=o

11



where neo and nea are the electron densities at the center and the edge of the plasma

respectively, and yn is given by the relation —^- LL_ for a f lxed r a t j 0 nea/ne0> from
(n.) H=. + 1/YB

neo

the electron density (ne) averaged over the plasma volume. A scrape-off layer is defined

between the limiter and the vacuum vessel, and the electron density is taken to be zero at the

chamber wall radius. The central current density averaged along the axial direction j i 0 and Yj

are determined by specifying the total plasma current Ip and the ratio between the central and

edge safety factors qa/qo. using relations q -In^l———. l n = -^£-— and YS = — — 1,
V R I 7 ^ q Q

where Rp is the plasma major radius. Calculations are performed for the following set of

parameters which describes usual plasma conditions on the TORE SUPRA tokamak:

B, = 3.9T, Rp = Rv, Ip = 1.5 MA, q0 = 1, neo = 3.0 10+ 1 9 nr 3 , n e a /n e 0 = 5% and

(ne) = 0.93 10+19 m~3. The LH frequency is fm = 3.7GHz, and the parallel refractive index

n//o at the antenna is set to 2.0, far above the Stix-Golant accessibility limit. Calculations are

carried out for m = 0, which is the typical value at launch in toroidal simulations.

In Fig. 3, a ray trajectory and the corresponding n// evolution are presented as a function

of the normalized axial coordinate z/L. The variation of the parallel refractive index nn = c k///w

along the ray path is characterized by a fast oscillation with a period L fixed by the coils

arrangement, and a slow one, well known in LH ray-tracing simulations, which results from

the periodic radial motion of the ray throughout the plasma. As far as the ray propagates

towards the edge, in the high ripple region, the amplitude of the fast oscillations grows up, but

n// deviations from the averaged level remain of the order of the magnetic ripple perturbation 5.

While kr evolution is nearly not modified by the magnetic ripple, large oscillations of kz are

observed around its constant cylindrical value, as shown in Fig. 3, with a relative amplitude up

to four times the magnetic ripple one.

The overall features of the ray dynamics as given by the numerical integration of the ray

equations (10) may be well recovered, by observing that the ray motion is characterized by a

slow evolution in the radial direction (r, kr) and a fast evolution in the axial one (z, kz). From

the set of equations (10), it is straightforward to calculate all the time derivatives,

12



dkt [ 1 dnJ, T-(2m\ f2nz\] 2n.(2Kr} . (2Kz\k,~\ „ , *= -co 1+ ah\ cos +a—I, sin — (13a)
dt [2nc dp{ \ L ) { L ) L 1 L L Jk,,J

z J 1 dn.1(2Ta^.(2ia\ 2jtT(2ra^ [2izz\kr]= -co al] sin +a—IJ cos —
[ 2 n e d p \ L ) { L ) L ' U J U A , , J

dkz

dt

dx co f (2T<X\. (2KZ\ 1 k,
— = — all sin + ^
dt k,,l U J

[" Tf2m\. (2KZ\^ 1 k,l
- a l J sin + -

I U J U J e/,-lk,,J

(13b)

(13c)

dz

dt
co (13d)

where Ii(x) = —-—. In the calculations, the electron density is taken to be constant on a flux

surface, i.e. ne(r,z) = ne(p), and all second-order correction terms in the ripple perturbation are

neglected. In addition, it is assumed that e± = 1, an assumption which is usually well fulfilled in

standard tokamak plasma conditions. Combining equations (13b) and (13d), one obtains,

dkz n .
7I~~aI\LA

dnc . (2iu\ 2% (2ia\ 1
-—sin — - k//—— cos —— krdp \ L ) L U J J (14)

For the sake of simplicity, further simplifications may be carried out. Indeed, from the

electrostatic limit of the cold plasma LH dispersion relation, it is well known that kr = kj_ is

much larger than k// almost everywhere in the plasma, except in the close vicinity of the cut-off

layer, since l£//l » 1. Therefore, it follows that (14) may be replaced by

dk,

dz

, 2K, (2*x\ (2TU\

~ -a.—I cos kr
L \L J U J

(15)

provided the condition
1 dne

ne dp L kt

is satisfied, which is usually the case in this plasma

domain for realistic electron density profiles. Expression (15) is valid over a wide radial

interval, because the thickness lc of the cut-off layer, which is defined by the condition k// < kj_,

13



is very small. Indeed, taking the linear density dependence given by relation (11), it can be

shown that lc ~ (av - aP)—-, where n^ is the cut-off density. It follows that the cut-off region

is very localized in space inside the scrape-off layer, since typically av - ap = 0.1ap and

nec « nea.

Since i j and kr may be considered as nearly constant over a period L far from

cut-off and caustic, then oscillations of — - and kz have similar amplitudes as a function of the
dz

9irr
fast varying axial component z. In the limit » 1 , the relative variation of kz around its

averaged value over a period L is therefore approximately given by using expression

(15). Taking into account the fact that kr » 1 in the radial interval here considered, the

amplitude of the kz modulations is expected to be much larger than the ripple level, in well

agreement with the evolution of kz deduced from the full numerical integration of ray

~ -\/|£»l.tne relative amplitude ofequations, as shown in Fig.3. From the rough estimate

kz oscillations reaches its maximum value 0.4 in the vicinity of r = 0.9ap for plasma parameters

under investigation, approximately four times the ripple level, a feature which is also well

observed numerically. As far as the ray propagates towards the center of the plasma, the

amplitude of the oscillations decreases rapidly due to the quasi-exponential dependence of 8(r)

with radial position.

Whereas in a straight cylindrical geometry k// remains essentially constant over the ray

trajectory, in the presence of ripple, k// varies substantially due to the finiteness of the radial

component of B and to the changes in kz induced by the axial inhomogeneity.19 Indeed,

according to the definition

it turns out that k// oscillates as a function of the axial coordinate z, a behavior which is also

observed by numerical integration of the ray equations (10). Since these modulations arise

from the contribution of two different oscillating terms, it is not possible to derive directly the

14



amplitude of the variations of k// from (16). However, an estimate of their level may be

deduced from the ratio A — - I / Al — - I, where A is the amplitude of the oscillations
V dz J\f | V dz J\

From expression (16), the time derivative of k// along the ray trajectory is given by,

in z.

dt 1 +L J dt dt

Making use of relations (13a-d) and keeping only first-order corrections in the ripple

perturbation, there is an exact cancelation of all derivatives of the electron density,

dt e,/-lk// L
JEL+I lff2E (18)

and combining expressions (13d) and (18),

dku
dz

far from the caustic and edge cut-off. It is then straightforward to deduce that

(20)

when » 1 , a condition which is fulfilled in the high ripple region. Since the relation

still holds reasonably in presence of magnetic ripple, it follows from (15) and (20)

that in contrast to kz, the relative amplitude of k// oscillations is proportional to the ripple depth

5(r) only. Therefore, up to a good approximation, the spread of n// is of the same order than the

ripple perturbation level, when ray evolution on a long time scale is not considered.19 It is

15



interesting to notice that strong modulations of kz (several times the ripple amplitude) do not

lead to a similar behavior for k//, as shown numerically. Even if variations of n// due to ripple

are of modest amplitude, they are able to modify significantly the wave absorption process

based on the Landau kinetic resonance.28 In particular, a significant coupling with faster

electrons may be expected when a non-negligible part of the LH power deposition occurs in the

vicinity of the high-ripple region. Indeed, the relative variation of the parallel kinetic energy of

resonant electrons, |A E//|/E//, which results of |A n//|/n// because of the resonance condition

co = v//k//, may be large for low n// values. Here, v// is the parallel velocity of fast electrons

with respect to the magnetic field. For |An//|/n// = 10%, |AE//|/E// is nearly constant and close

to 30% above n// = 2.0, while for lower values of n//, |AE//|/E// becomes much larger, as

illustrated in Fig. 4.

Another important result which may be deduced from ray equations is the influence of

the launch point on the ray behavior, especially in the vicinity of z = L/2, which corresponds to

the usual case of an antenna centered between two coils. From expression (19), it is clear that

— - reverses sign between z = L/4 and z = 3L/4. Therefore, — - starts to decrease when
dz dz

z = L/4, whereas increases when z = 3L/4. The case z = L/2 requires to consider the full
dz

expression (18) since sin = 0. However, as — is always positive, it is straightforward
V L ) d\

to show that the condition — - > 0 is satisfied if the ray is launched at an equal distance
dz

between two consecutive coils. In the light of this result, realistic toroidal simulations including

magnetic ripple require to take into account not only of the poloidal extent of the antenna,15-16

but also of its toroidal width.

In the description of the ray dynamics, cut-off and caustics are of particular

importance.2^ When ripple perturbation is considered, a careful attention must be paid to the

edge cut-off, which lies in the region where magnetic ripple predominates. At the cut-off, the

ray is expected to suffer a reflection, since the wave is evanescent on the other side. In the

presence of magnetic ripple the standard cut-off condition is no longer — = 0, but rather
dt

—!- = 0, which readily gives the relationship between radial and axial components of the wave
dt

vector at the cut-off,

16



provided that kr « kz. It is worth noting that expression (21) may be recovered from

geometrical arguments, considering that the wave undergoes a specular reflection at the cut-off

layer, which corresponds to a wave vector condition k • Vp = 0. Refined numerical calculations

have been performed in the vicinity of the cut-off in order to check the above relation between

kr and kz, and an excellent agreement has been found. This point is especially important for the

ray-tracing reliability, when the local curvature of the flux surfaces due to the ripple must be

considered. Indeed, if the condition Vp.Bt = 0 is not properly fulfilled up to the order

considered here in the perturbative approach, i.e. if C, = . . l = O(82) is not satisfied, a
|Vp|Bt|

spurious jump of k// occurs when the ray undergoes a reflection, and numerical simulations

may be therefore completely garbled. A careful attention will be paid to this detail in the toroidal

case.

Finally, in order to provide a global validation of the perturbative approach used to

describe analytically the ray dynamics in presence of ripple, a comparison between — - as
at

given by equation (18) and its full numerical estimate has been carried out. Though the

calculation of — - from (18) is not fully independent from ray-tracing computations, since the
dt

ray trajectory in the real space can be only calculated numerically, the excellent agreement

found, as shown in Fig. 3, confirms that most of the physical ingredients have been well taken

into account.
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III. LH RAY PROPAGATION IN A RIPPLED TOROIDAL EQUILIBRIUM

A. MODEL EQUILIBRIUM

The determination of a three dimensional toroidal equilibrium including ripple is a fairly

complicated problem which has not yet received a complete answer, even if several detailed

investigations have been recently considered towards this goal.22 Therefore, simplifying

assumptions have to be made, in order to be able to perform calculations for the purpose of the

present study. Following the usual perturbative approach,24 B = B + B, where B is deduced

from the Shafranov aspect ratio expansion in conjunction with the lowest order straight

cylindrical equilibrium, and B is the magnetic ripple perturbation caused by the discreteness of

the magnetic system in a tokamak. The perturbed field in turn is considered to be a sum of two

terms, B = Bt
 + Bp , where Bt is the toroidal field perturbation, while Bp is the poloidal one

that results mainly from the distortion of the flux surfaces. In the equilibrium model used here,

Bt is determined in the vacuum approximation, thus neglecting finite p corrections, which are

of the order P8.22 In addition, the contribution of BP is also neglected, assuming that the

condition B P / B P « 8 obtained for an axially modulated cylindrical equilibrium in Sec. II. A

still holds in toroidal geometry.

For coils of circular shape, exact expressions of Bt may be obtained up to the first order

in the ripple perturbation 8,24 by solving the equation g t = VF with the condition AF = 0

satisfied by a static magnetic field in vacuum, where F is the perturbed magnetic potential. Iso-

ripple contours are circles of radii ar, whose centers are shifted towards the principal axis of the

torus by a distance Ar from the center of the coils. In contrast with the cylindrical case, the

ripple depth 8 has now a poloidal dependence 8 which results from the toroidal curvature of the

field lines, and

5(r,8) = a l o ( — ^ — N ) (22)
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where AJO = Ar(ar = 0), a?= A? + r2 + 2rArcos9, N is the number of coils, Rv the vacuum

vessel major radius and Io the modified Bessel function. In the calculations, the origin of the

toroidal coordinate system is taken on the vacuum vessel toroidal axis, at the toroidal position

of a coil. To a good accuracy, Ar is given by the relation24

Rv -
(23)

In Fig. 5, iso-ripple contours are shown for the tokamak TORE SUPRA. The

parameter a, which is here the small parameter in the ripple perturbative approach as defined

for the axially-modulated cylindrical equilibrium, is set in order to recover a ripple depth level

8(ap,0) = 7.5% at the outer edge of the plasma, taking Aro = 0.32 m from a fit of the exact

magnetic field topology given by a three dimensional magnetostatic code.26-30 The ripple

amplitude falls off very rapidly towards the center of the chamber, and is less than 1% in the

inner half of the plasma.

The knowledge of the functional dependence of iso-ripple contours makes it possible to

determine the three components of Bi which take the form

at VRv-Aro )

& *^l/-^-lAin(Ncp) (24)
a, V.Rv-Aro )

B* = "Br ie f—^— N1COS(N<P)
VRv~ArO /

where B**c = ~ B o is the averaged value of the toroidal magnetic field over the toroidal angle
R

<p, and R = Rv + rcosG. The radial dependences of B[> BI and Bi are presented in Fig. 6, as

well as the three components of the equilibrium magnetic field B as determined from the

Shafranov expansion,11 for standard plasma conditions in TORE SUPRA (Ip =1.5 MA,

ne0 = 3.0 10+19 nr3, nea/neo = 5%. While R « B8 and B7 « I " , R strongly predominates

over B'in the high ripple region. Therefore, the major change in the ray dynamics is expected
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to come from the radial component of Bt. However, at very low plasma current, Bi may be

non negligible as compared to B , and thus in this case the adequate ripple correction must be

fully considered.

As pointed out in Sec. II. A, it is necessary to specify flux surfaces in a consistent

manner with the ripple perturbation. The radial coordinate p(r, 0, <p) constant on a flux surface

is defined by the usual local condition Vp • B = 0, which corresponds to the relation

i|PB, = 0 (25)
R d(p

in the toroidal coordinate system defined by the geometrical center of the plasma section, where

R = Rp + rcos0. Equation (25) is solved by expanding p as a perturbative series p = p + p,

where p is the radial coordinate averaged over the toroidal angle cp which may be identified to

the usual result obtained from the Shafranov expansion up to the first order in the tokamak

inverse aspect ratio, p = r +A»(r)cos0. The Shafranov shift of flux surfaces for an

axisymmetric toroidal equilibrium is given by the small parameter As(r). Neglecting all terms

of the order of 62 and 8AS, and using the relation Vp • B = 0, equation (25) becomes

( 2 6)

which may be further simplified since B e « B9- The ripple correction of the radial coordinate

p is then given by the simple following relation

(27)

In the case of a plasma centered in the chamber, Rp = Rv, while B may be identified to Bi as

given in (24), with 6*= Bl"c = —-Bo-32 After a straightforward integration, the radial
R

coordinate p is given by
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ar

(28)

According to expression (28), the toroidal modulation of the magnetic surfaces has an

amplitude which is much less than the ripple depth, because of the local toroidal curvature. For

TORE SUPRA, - = ± 2% level at the plasma edge in the equatorial mid-plane, while
P

5 = 7.5%.

B. RAY TRAJECTORIES

The results presented here are obtained by integrating numerically the ray equations
dr 3D/9k . dk 9D/3r , x n . u , , ,
— = - _ ' and — = +-———, where D(co,r,k) = 0 is the local electromagnetic
dx BD/Ba dx 3D/3OJ

dispersion relation for the LH wave including warm plasma effects,11 and k = (kT,m,n) is the

wave momentum canonically conjugate to the toroidal coordinate vector r = (r,8,(p). Due to the

breaking in axisymmetry, the toroidal mode number n is no longer a constant of the ray

motion, and its evolution must be followed along ray trajectories, much in the same way as the

poloidal mode number m, which varies as the consequence of the poloidal inhomogeneities.

The description of the wave propagation includes also the consistent treatment of the toroidal

equilibrium in presence of ripple as discussed in Sec. III. A., which has been incorporated in

the well documented ray-tracing code described in Ref. 11. Hence, in all toroidal simulations,

the local magnetic field is given by B » B + B, where B is defined both inside the plasma and

in the region outside the limiter as indicated in Ref. 11, and B is the additional ripple correction.

Electron and ion densities ne[j] as well as temperatures Te[i] are taken constant on modulated

flux surfaces, and are given in the interval 0 < p ^ ap by the relation

X(p) = (Xo-X.) 1—•— + X., with X= {ne[i], Te[i]}. Here, Xo and Xa correspond to

eq«-l

central and limiter values of X respectively, and the parameter £x is determined by specifying

the volume-averaged <X>. Between the limiter and the vacuum vessel, temperatures and

densities are supposed to decrease linearly with the flux position.
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A typical ray evolution is presented in Figs. 7 and 8, as a function of the toroidal angle

cp, with and without considering the ripple correction for TORE SUPRA. For both cases, ray

conditions at launch are similar, and the parallel refractive index at the antenna is set to

n//o = 2.0. The initial launching point for the ripple case is cpo = rc/N in the equatorial mid-

plane, which corresponds to the center of an antenna, at an equal distance between two

consecutive toroidal magnetic field coils. Calculations are carried out here for a high density

plasma, a case which has been experimentally studied on TORE SUPRA (#8966). The

parameters used are Bo = 3.9 T, Ip = 1.6 MA, Teo = 2.78 keV, Tea = 0.17 keV, £je = -1-9,

neo = 7.3xlO+ 1 9 nv3, nea = 2.42xlO+19 rrr3, £n e = -0.45, and the ion temperature is

Tj(p) = Te(p)/2. In addition, the effective charge of the plasma is set to Zeff = 1.95 for

0 < p < 0.9ap, and to Zeff = 2.95 for p > 0.9ap.

As expected from simulations carried out in an axially modulated cylindrical

equilibrium, a high frequency modulation of the toroidal wave number n is observed, whose

periodicity matches the magnetic ripple one (27i/N, N = 18). This modulation takes place only

where magnetic ripple corrections are high, close to the plasma edge, and due to the poloidal

inhomogeneity of the ripple perturbation that results from the toroidal curvature, its amplitude

is not only a function of the radial position of the ray, but also of its poloidal one. Even if

relative variations of the toroidal wave number n oscillations may reach ± 100%, the averaged

value over the followed ray trajectory remains roughly constant at a level determined by

conditions at launch. However, this latter point may not necessarily be true if the ray evolution

is followed over a very long time, as shown for the cylindrical case.19 Despite large variations

of n with (p when the ray propagates in the high ripple region, the parallel refractive index n//

exhibits only very weak oscillations in cp, which may be estimated numerically to be of the

order of the local ripple amplitude 8. This contrast between amplitudes of n// and n is similar to

that observed for k// and kz in a rippled cylindrical equilibrium (see Sec. IIB). It occurs for the

same reasons, in particular because magnetic ripple is not only a small but also a localized

perturbation of the axisymmetric toroidal equilibrium. As a consequence, the global ray

evolution remains mainly governed by the poloidal inhomogeneity, a fact which is clearly

shown in Fig. 7, even if the overall wave dynamics may be strongly modified by the local
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ripple perturbation when the ray makes several toroidal turns in the torus before it is damped. It

is important to note that the periodic angular tilt of the specular plane at the plasma edge along

the toroidal direction, which results from the toroidal modulation of the flux surfaces, plays a

crucial role in this process. Indeed, this problem has some similarities with ray propagation in

waveguides with periodically corrugated reflecting walls.33

As shown for the cylindrical case, the position of the toroidal launch point on the ray

path is expected to strongly affect the ray evolution in the plasma. In real toroidal simulations,

this issue becomes of great importance, because the LH antenna lies usually in the highest

ripple region, in the equatorial mid-plane. Using the prescription > N(p in expression (19)

to get the local ray behavior at launch for the toroidal equilibrium, the parallel refractive index

n// is expected to decrease when (po = — , and to increase when 90 ^ —- Numerical
2N N

simulations have been carried out for three different launching points. The case <p0 = —
N

corresponds to the center of the antenna between two consecutive coils, and (p0 = — , — to
2N 2N

the antenna edges of the LH system on TORE SUPRA, approximately. All plasma and wave

parameters are kept constant as compared to previous toroidal calculations, and in particular,

rays are launched in the equatorial mid-plane. As shown in Fig. 9, —— starts to increase

when q>o> — as expected, while it decreases for cp0 = — . When the initial launching point is
N 2N

at an equal distance between two consecutive coils, — - is much larger than for the

d<p

axisymmetric case, and a more rapid upshift of the parallel refractive index is observed.

Moreover, for neighbouring initial conditions, ray trajectories may diverge rapidly, a well

known behavior which can be explained by the onset of ray stochasticity in toroidal

geometry. 12-17,34,35 Hence, a detailed description of the LH power deposition requires to take

into account not only the poloidal extend of the antenna,15'16 but also its toroidal width.

Even if the combining effects of poloidal and toroidal inhomogeneities lead to a

complex behavior of the ray dynamics, it is still possible to give some simple guidelines on the

processes which take place. Such an approach is carried out using the electrostatic limit of the

cold plasma dispersion relation, so that it is possible to use local expressions derived for the

case of the cylindrical equilibrium. Indeed, in usual plasma conditions here discussed, thermal
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corrections of the LH wave dynamics may be considered negligible. The evolution of the

toroidal wave number n may be well recovered, if one observes that the ray motion is

characterized by a slow evolution in the radial (r, kr) and poloidal (9, m) directions, and a fast

one in the toroidal direction (cp, n), as for the cylindrical case. Using prescriptions N(p -»

and > kz in the expression (15), it turns out that the relative amplitude of the oscillations of
R

n in the toroidal coordinate (p around its averaged value is roughly proportional to ' '—-

n

No significant oscillations in the coordinate (p are then predicted when the wave propagates far

from the high ripple region, a feature which is well observed numerically. In addition, since
= O(10) and 5 = 0(0.1) in the region where magnetic ripple is high (see Figs. 7 and 8),

n

the relative amplitude of oscillations of the toroidal wave number n may be as large as 0(1), ten

times the ripple perturbation level. Since n is a constant of the ray motion in an axisymmetric

toroidal equilibrium and so is not directly affected by the poloidal inhomogeneity, it is not

surprizing that most of the properties of the toroidal wave number in presence of ripple may be

deduced from expressions obtained in a cylindrical geometry.

Unfortunately, such a simple approach may not be foreseen for n//, because its

evolution is strongly influenced by the poloidal inhomogeneity, through the variation of m. It is

however still possible to give some qualitative trends in the region where the magnetic ripple is

high in the specific case which corresponds to small values of m close to the edge. Since in this

plasma region the local safety factor q is large, the poloidal contribution to n//, roughly

proportional to — is then expected to be small, so that toroidal effects may become locally
q

dominant. For the numerical case which is depicted in Figs. 7 and 8, the ripple effect may be

clearly identified because m remains close to its initial value (m = 0) each time the ray trajectory

crosses the cut-off layer. With q = 4 at the plasma edge, the local n// evolution in the high ripple

region is then essentially governed by the variation of n and the contribution which results from

the finiteness of the radial component of B. From the use of relation (20), it is straightforward

to deduce that the amplitude of n// oscillations in (p is proportional to S(r,0) only, a behavior

which is well observed from the full numerical integration of the ray equations. When the

poloidal wave number is far from zero in the vicinity of the cut-off layer, only numerical
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calculations may give a reliable estimate of the evolution of n//, but it is likely that in this case

ripple effects at the edge become negligible, because the poloidal contribution to n// is

dominant.

Finally, it is shown in Figs. 7 and 8 that the condition

C = .,-, hw»i = O \\~\ >\ " ^ P i s w e l 1 fulfilled numerically along the ray trajectory, both
IVP|BI {\3ip) { aP ) )

for axisymmetric or non-axisymmetric cases, even in the close vicinity of the cut-off layer. The

small jump of n// each time the ray undergoes a specular reflection at the edge, which has the

same amplitude either with or without magnetic ripple, may be ascribed to the incomplete

cancelation of second and higher-order correction terms in the perturbative approach to calculate

Vp • B. A full cancelation of this spurious effect requires the knowledge of the exact magnetic

equilibrium, which is beyond the scope of this study. Nevertheless, it should be stressed that

this residual effect, though noticeable, may probably not introduce a strong perturbation in the

code predictions, provided ray trajectories are not followed on a too long time scale. Besides, it

is very difficult to estimate any upper limit of the time integration above which a significant

error is done in the calculation of the ray trajectory, because of the stochastic nature of the ray

propagation in toroidal geometry.

IV. EFFECT OF MAGNETIC RIPPLE ON LH POWER ABSORPTION

Full simulations of LH experiments have been carried out by coupling the ray tracing

with a one dimensional (1-D) relativistic Fokker-Planck model which ignore perpendicular

temperature effect.17*28 In the calculations, the quasi-linear diffusion coefficient is self-

consistently determined with the distribution function on each flux surface labelled by the radial

coordinate p(r, 8, (p). It should be mentioned that the distribution function obtained in this way

is only used to calculate the LH power PLH(E»P) which is absorbed in the discharge, where E

is the parallel energy of electrons in resonance with the LH wave. As it is well known that only

poor results are obtained when the LH driven current is determined in the same manner from

the 1-D distribution function, the Ehst-Karney response function is used to calculate JLH> based
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on an algebraic fitting of the solution of the complete Fokker-Planck equation in 2-D

momentum space.36 In such a way, it is shown that a good agreement is obtained with

previously published results, not only for the LH driven current but also for the global current

drive efficiency.17

In view to obtain code predictions which are stable with respect to small changes in the

plasma parameters and initial conditions, a sufficient large number of rays Nray is used in the

simulations.15 Indeed, the balance between the wave damping and the exponential divergence

of nearby ray trajectories when the power absorption rate is weak, is very important in

determining the shape and the robustness of the power deposition profiles, because of the

strong randomization of the launched power spectrum due to stochastic effects.16 By dividing

the antenna into four equally spaced poloidal angles to take into account of the poloidal extent of

the antenna,15-16 and eight toroidal angles between (pmjn = 1.09X10"1 and <pmax = 1.96xl(H,

reliable power deposition profiles are obtained with Nray = 400. It has been observed that a

finer antenna mesh, as well as an increase of N ray up to 1600 do not lead to significant

modifications of the predicted power absorption pattern. In all calculations, only the positive

part of the launched spectrum —\BlI2l {s considered. It is described by a gaussian function,
dniio

whose maximum value at n/zpeak is determined by the phasing between waveguides from a

full wave coupling code.37 The fraction of the power in the main lobe is approximately 70% of

the whole power available at the launcher and coupled to the plasma.

A. STUDY OF THE POWER SPECTRUM DYNAMICS

To illustrate the effects of magnetic ripple on the LH power spectrum dynamics, a set of

parameters has been selected that is typical of LH current drive experiments performed in the

tokamak TORE SUPRA.1 These parameters, which correspond to the shot #13550 are

B0 = 3.9 T, Ip = 0.8 MA, Teo = 3.29 keV, Tea = 0.18 keV, ^Te = -4.46, ne0 = 4.5xlO+19 nr3,

nea = 1.51x10+18 nr3, £nc = -4.83, Zeff = 3.25 for 0 < p < 0.9ap, Zgff = 4.25 for p > 0.9ap,

= 0.25 V and the ion temperature is Tj(p) = Te(p)/2. The launched spectrum is peaked at

= 1.8, with a full width of 0.4.37 For this discharge, a sharp off-axis power deposition
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profile at p/ap = 0.38 is predicted, when ray equations are integrated in an axisymmetric

toroidal equilibrium. As shown in Fig. 10, the strong localization in space of the absorbed

power density is replaced by a broad and more centered one when the magnetic ripple

perturbation is taken into account. In this latter case, it is interesting to note that the absorbed

power density profile —-— = J dE averaged over all electron energies is in good
flV flVflE

agreement with the Abel inverted radial profile deduced from the non-thermal bremsstrahlung

emission of the plasma which is measured by five lines-of-sight and integrated between 50 and

100 keV.20 Here dW is an elementary plasma volume.

The modification of the absorbed power density profile —— suggests that the
dW

absorption process becomes weaker when magnetic ripple is included in the ray calculations.

The number of passes made by the LH wave before it is damped is therefore expected to be

much larger with ripple in this case, so that the stochastic nature of the ray motion may come

into play in the prediction of the power deposition pattern. In order to draw conclusions in a

quantitative manner on the effect of magnetic ripple on the power absorption dynamics, it is

useful to introduce the ensemble averaged number of passes N over all rays launched in the

simulation,15*17 defined by

( 2 9 )

where u is the time it takes for the power carried by the i1*1 ray to damp to 1% of its initial

value. In such a way, it is possible to give an estimate of the global absorption rate of the wave.

The physical picture deduced from Fig. 10 is confirmed by the significant increase of N

(40%), from N ~ 5 for the axisymmetric case to N = 7 when magnetic ripple is considered.

Because of the large number of rays used in this simulation (Nray = 400) and therefore the

robustness in determining the power deposition profile, the relative effect of the ripple on N is

well beyond errors which may be ascribed to grid spacing of the launched LH power spectrum.

Since either upshifts and downshifts of n// may be enhanced by magnetic ripple along all ray
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trajectories followed in the simulation, the global increase of N gives evidence that the fraction

of the LH power absorbed after a large number of passes has raised up significantly.

To illustrate this fact and give a deeper insight of the effect of magnetic ripple on the LH

power absorption dynamics, time evolution of a test-ray selected among the full set of rays

launched in the simulation is followed between 0 and t~ With an initial value n// = 1.75 which

has been chosen close to the peak value of the launched power spectrum, the ray evolution is

expected to be representative of the behavior of the main fraction of the LH input power. For

the axisymmetric equilibrium, the full absorption of the ray occurs after five passes on a short

time scale as shown in Fig. 11, so that nearly all the power is deposited in a very localized

plasma layer close to the main LH absorption peak of the full simulation at p/ap = 0.38

displayed in Fig. 10. Such a fast absorption process may be explained by the rapid upshift of

n// in a region of the plasma where the electron temperature is high enough for an efficient

damping of the LH wave on the Maxwellian bulk to occur. This is clearly illustrated in Fig. 12,

where time evolution of n// is reported together with n//u» = , calculated from the
VT(keV)

local electron temperature at each radial position of the ray, which defines a rough local criterion

for the wave absorption on bulk electrons.38 When the condition mi ̂  n//th is fulfilled, i.e.

when the phase velocity of the wave is close to 3-4 times the thermal velocity, the density of

resonant electrons is large enough and therefore the wave absorption rate becomes very large. It

is worth noting that when such a criterion is met, the power carried by the ray is only 10% of

its initial value when ripple corrections are taken into account, so the wave absorption process is

weaker and much more regular along the ray trajectory. Because of the large number of passes

before the full absorption of the LH power, a significant fraction is then deposited in the central

region of the plasma, where the n// upshift occurs in conjunction with a high local electron

temperature. The fact that the condition nn ̂  n//* is not satisfied before the full absorption of

the power carried by the ray (see Fig. 12), yields to the conclusion that most of the LH power

has been transferred to fast electrons. Indeed, it has been checked that power lost by non-

resonant collisional damping, even if it increases in this case, remains still at a low and fairly

negligible level (< 1 %). Such a behavior provides therefore a natural explanation for the strong

increase of the fraction of LH power absorbed by fast electrons whose energy is much larger
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than 50 keV, as shown in Fig. 10 when magnetic ripple is considered in the ray calculations.

Since a large fraction of the LH power previously transferred to warm electrons is now coupled

to the fast electronic population, the level of the energy spectrum of the absorbed power

— — = J — rf V averaged over the plasma volume is reduced below 50 keV, with the total

dE dV dE

LH power absorbed by the plasma kept at a constant value. Hence, for the specific case here

discussed and as deduced from the increase of N, the overall characteristics of the ray motion

clearly indicate that in presence of magnetic ripple, a large fraction of the absorbed power turns

out to be the outcome of a stochastic process in the wave phase space.12'14"17 Nevertheless, it

should be mentioned that such an increase of the ray stochasticity because of the magnetic

ripple is not general, and that in other conditions an enhancement of the power absorption rate

by magnetic ripple may be observed. However, most spectacular effects of magnetic ripple on

LH simulations in terms of modifications of the power deposition profiles and of the energy

spectrum of the absorbed power have been usually observed when the power absorption

becomes weaker, i.e. when the LH ray stochasticity comes into play in the numerical

predictions. A global discussion of this point is given in Sec. IV. B.

In view to identify at which level of magnetic ripple numerical predictions obtained in a

axisymmetric equilibrium may be recovered, the number of toroidal field coils N has been

increased, keeping on another hand the same TORE SUPRA geometry. In such a way, the

ripple depth is consistent with the periodicity of the modulation for a given tokamak

geometry.24 For N = 24, the ripple level 5(ap,0) in the equatorial mid-plane at the outboard

edge of the plasma decreases to 2.8 %, while for N = 30, it is less than 1%. When the ripple

amplitude is reduced by a factor 3 ( N = 1 8 - » N = 24), the power deposition profile which

corresponds to no ripple is nearly recovered, while the energy spectrum of the absorbed power
—— remains still significantly modified as compared to the axisymmetric case. For the case

dE

N = 30, most of the ripple effects fade away.

B. GLOBAL STUDY OF RIPPLE EFFECTS ON LH POWER DEPOSITION

PROFILE AND CURRENT DRIVE EFFICIENCY
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A systematic study has been carried out for various plasma conditions in view to

investigate how magnetic ripple may modify predictions of the LH power deposition profile

and current drive efficiency. As shown in Sec. IV. A, the absorption rate may be significantly

reduced by magnetic ripple, which causes an overall broadening of the power deposition profile

and a better coupling of the wave with the fast electron population, with respect to the case

without ripple. However, as upshifts may be enhanced as well as downshifts along ray

trajectories because of magnetic ripple, it is likely that in other conditions an increase of the

global absorption rate of the LH wave may occur, thus leading in that case to a much more

localized power deposition profile. Because of the non-linear coupling between the LH wave

propagation and the power absorption along ray trajectories, it is not obvious to characterize

ripple influence in terms of a single parameter, in order to extract some general and simple

features from such a complex process. However, if the progressive transition from single-pass

absorption to multipass regime is considered to be the key parameter for the description of the

LH power absorption, either in real or momentum space, then the ensemble averaged number

of passes N as defined by relation (29) appears as a natural variable for such a global analysis.

Then it is possible to get a fairly universal picture of the ripple effects, even if results are

obtained for very different plasma conditions.

Since predicted LH power deposition profiles may be peaked or hollow, broad or very

localized, it is not possible to define their shape only in terms of a single moment of the radial

distribution — w of the power absorbed in the plasma. In addition to the averaged radial
dV

position of the power deposition profile defined by

H (30)

it is necessary to introduce the averaged width

((p-{p))2) = 4K*R 7 p ( p - ( p ) ) 2 ^ l dp/pu, (3D
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where

(32)

is the total LH absorbed power. Ripple effects on the LH power deposition profile are then

characterized by the position and width differences

(33)

Moreover, the difference AN = Ns*o~Ns=o between ensemble averaged number of passes

with and without ripple is also introduced, as well as the relative variation of the calculated

current drive efficiency —— = -^—DizO jWnere r\ is defined as the ratio of the LH driven

current ILH to the total absorbed power

In Fig. 13, variations of AN, A(p), AJup-(p)) ) and —— with NB=O are reported

for a wide set of parameters in view to assess the influence of magnetic ripple on the modeling

of LH current drive. For cases discussed here which correspond to actual plasma discharges

performed on TORE SUPRA, the toroidal magnetic field B t varies from 1.3 to 3.9 T, and the

plasma current Ip ranges between 0.4 and 1.6 MA. Electron densities and temperatures at the

center of the plasma are within intervals 2.0 - 8.0 10+l<* m"3 and 2.5 - 5 keV, respectively. In

standard conditions, the launched power spectrum is fixed and ty/pg^ = 1.8, as discussed in

Sec. IV. A. It is worth noting that most of the simulations have been carried out for

Ip = 0.8 MA and Bt= 3.9 T which correspond to usual LH current drive experiments.

Therefore, it is possible to identify among all cases with strongly dispersed parameters an

homogeneous set of simulations where only the level of input power, the electron density and

temperature profiles may vary.

From the results displayed in Fig. 13, three different regimes may be clearly identified,

depending upon the value of the averaged number of passes N&=0 in an axisymmetric
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equilibrium, even if some dispersion in the data is observed. Such dispersion lies in the

inability to fully describe such complex processes in terms of a single parameter, even if its

pertinence enables to extract general trends without any ambiguity.

In the single-pass regime, when the wave makes less than one or two passes before the

full absorption takes place, Ns=o < 1-2, magnetic ripple does not change significantly the

ensemble averaged number of passes and therefore AN= 0. The shift of the absorbed power

density profile towards cold plasma region without any significant radial broadening and the

reduction of the current drive efficiency may be ascribed to an additional spreading in energy of

the launched power spectrum due to ripple, as a consequence of the large toroidal extent of the

antenna and the sensitivity of the ray propagation to the toroidal launch point. Even if the mean

radial displacement A(p) may reach 10% of the plasma radius, the global effect of magnetic

ripple on the shape of the power deposition profile remains small because of its very narrow

spatial extent. It is therefore likely that the reduction of the current drive efficiency arises from

power deposition which lies in a colder plasma region.

When ray stochasticity comes fully into play in the prediction of the power deposition

pattern in an axisymmetric equilibrium, magnetic ripple corrections lead to no additional effect

neither for the absorbed power density profile nor for the spectrum in energy, even if the

averaged number of passes has been significantly reduced. Indeed, it turns out that in this case

^75#0 remains still at a high level, and therefore the strong randomization in the n// evolution

due to poloidal inhomogeneity ends up canceling any effect of toroidal magnetic ripple.

The most interesting case is the intermediate regime, namely the "few passes" regime

when #5=0 =» 3-5, because it corresponds to conditions where magnetic ripple plays an

important role in the code predictions, either for the power deposition profile or current drive

efficiency. As shown in Fig. 13, it is characterized by an increase of the ensemble averaged

number of passes, a broader power deposition, and a significant enhancement of the predicted

current drive efficiency. The fraction of the LH power absorbed in the inner half of the plasma

usually increases, a tendency which may be clearly seen for the set of discharges at

Ip = 0.8 MA and Bt = 3.9T though for other shots the averaged radial shift A(p) does not

change significantly because (p) is not a very sensitive parameter when the profiles become
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broad. Variations of N, (p), JH p-(p)) ) and T| due to magnetic ripple give evidence that the

launched power spectrum is increasingly affected by stochastic effects, as depicted in Sec. IV.

A. Indeed, ray stochasticity tends to increase the LH power deposition in the inner half of the

plasma, and also to broaden the launched power spectrum.15'17

V. COMPARISON BETWEEN NUMERICAL SIMULATIONS AND

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

To illustrate how magnetic ripple may modify the LH wave dynamics, and to

benchmark code predictions against experimental observations when magnetic ripple is

incorporated in the ray equations, a set of experiments has been chosen that is typical of the

"few passes" regime defined in Sec. IV. B, for which modifications of the power deposition

profile as well as of the absorbed power spectrum are expected to be large. A full non-inductive

LH current drive discharge is first considered, so that comparisons between several moments

of the non-thermal part of the electron distribution function determined by different diagnostics

and code predictions may be carried out in a direct manner. Then it is shown that evolutions of

radial profiles of the non-thermal bremsstrahlung emission with plasma current Ip may be well

reproduced when magnetic ripple corrections are taken into account. Finally, using the predicted

absorbed power from ray-tracing and Fokker-Planck calculations including magnetic ripple as

an input for a kinetic model, it is possible to reproduce the loss current that results from fast

electrons trapped in local magnetic mirrors between two consecutive coils, when plasma

current is low. In this latter case, it is shown that modifications of the absorbed power spectrum

by magnetic ripple may be identified separately from radial effects.

A. FULL CURRENT DRIVE EXPERIMENT

For full stationary current drive discharges, plasma current and non-thermal

bremsstrahlung emission of the plasma are expected to arise from the same quasilinear
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modification of the electron distribution function, a unique opportunity for a robust benchmark

of the code predictions in presence of ripple. Plasma parameters used for the simulation

correspond to the TORE SUPRA shot #10558: Bo = 3.7 T, Ip = 0.78 MA, Teo = 6.0 keV, Tea

= 0.50 keV, ^T e = -7.53, neo = 3.0x10+19 m - 3 , nea = 6.0x10+18 m-3, £ne = -1-11, Zeff = 2.4

for 0 < p < 0.9ap, Zeff = 3.4 for p > 0.9ap, and the ion temperature is Tj(p) = Te(p)/2. The

power launched is PLH = 3.4 MW at n//peak = 1-8. Even if the level of the input power is

similar to that of the shot #13550 presented in Sec. IV. A, the LH driven current is much

higher, because of lower values of the electron density and Zeff. As a consequence, the central

temperature has raised up significantly, and the loop voltage drops to ViooP = 0.07 V. For this

shot, magnetic ripple corrections lead only weak modifications of the predicted absorbed power

spectrum since the absorption rate is large when the electron temperature is high.
a ri

However, a significant change of the power deposition profile is still noticeable in this case, as

shown in Fig. 14. The absorbed power density profile —— which is hollow and localized at
dV

p/aP = 0.35 for an axisymmetric equilibrium is replaced by a more centered profile with a

satellite peak at p/aP ~ 0.5. The shape of the profile looks like as if the absorbed LH power

spectrum has been split into two well defined parts because of magnetic ripple, one at lower n//

values with a reduced absorption rate and the other at much higher n// values so that the

absorption can take place in colder regions of the plasma. Even if this rough picture may be

misleading because of the non-linear coupling of the propagation and absorption processes,

nevertheless it indicates that magnetic ripple corrections have led to a significant broadening of

the absorbed power spectrum with respect to the axisymmetric case. Such an analysis is

confirmed by the fact that the fraction of the absorbed power deposited in the core region of the

plasma lies at the same place where it is predicted by a wave diffusion code based on a

statistical treatment of the wave propagation.I7 This latter approach is valid when ray

stochasticity comes fully into play in the numerical predictions because of a weak damping rate

of the power carried by the LH wave.

The predicted power deposition profile which is more centered when magnetic ripple is

considered is in good agreement with the Abel inverted profile of the non-thermal plasma

bremsstrahlung emission determined between 50 and 100 keV and the current density profile
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deduced from polarimetry and magnetic measurements, as shown in Fig. 14. It must be noted

that both Abel inverted hard x-ray and current density profiles deduced from experiments have

a similar radial dependence, a consistent behavior in a full current drive regime. An interesting

consequence of the spatial modification of the power deposition is that there is no more need to

introduce a large radial diffusion rate of fast electrons to link the radial dependence of the

current density profile determined experimentally to the absorbed power density profile

computed numerically. Whereas the radial diffusion coefficient must be as large as 2.0 m2^"1

for simulations carried with an axisymmetric equilibrium, only a weak radial transport is

necessary when the full magnetic topology including ripple is considered to account for the

small differences in shape between the two profiles. Though specific to TORE SUPRA, this

result is in agreement with the fact that collisional slowing-down seems to prevail over radial

diffusion of fast electrons in LH experiments.39 It also illustrates the difficulty in using

modeling codes to extract reliable information on fast electron transport.20-40-41

B. EFFECT OF THE PLASMA CURRENT

When the plasma current is increased from Ip = 0.78 MA to 1.5 MA, at constant LH

input power, a large modification of Abel inverted profiles of the non-thermal bremsstrahlung

emission is observed between 50 and 100 keV, as shown in Fig. 15. For the highest plasma

current, the hard x-ray profile becomes hollow, while it is peaked for the low value of Ip. A

similar variation of the non-inductive fraction of the current density profile is also deduced

from experiment using an equilibrium reconstruction technique.42-43 Plasma parameters used

in the simulations correspond to TORE SUPRA shot #15375: Bo = 3.6 T, Ip = 1.5 (0.78) MA,

Teo = 3.87 (3.84) keV, Tea = 0.35 (0.10) keV, ^Te = -3.38 (-7.53), neo = 4.1 (3.9)xlO+l9 nr3,

nea = 0.71 (1.0)xl0+19 rrr3, £ne = -0.797 (-0.21), Zeff = 2.5 for 0 < p < 0.9ap, Zeff = 3.5 for

p > 0.9ap and the ion temperature is Tj(p) = Te(p)/2. The central value of the electron

temperature remains at the same level whatever the plasma current, because of the large

electron density. Nevertheless, modifications of all profiles are clearly observed, and the loop

voltage drops from 0.5V for Ip = 1.5 MA to 0.2 V for Ip = 0.78 MA.
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If calculations of ray trajectories are carried out without considering ripple corrections,

the predicted power deposition profile —— is more or less independent of the level of the

plasma current, and the main fraction of the absorbed power is always strongly localized

around p/ap = 0.4, close to the experimental observation for the case Ip = 1.5 MA. The

robustness of the code predictions without ripple has been investigated by varying plasma

parameters within the estimated error bars. When magnetic ripple is included in ray-tracing

calculations, it is possible to account for the strong shift of the power deposition towards the

center of the plasma at low plasma current, while the predicted profile at Ip = 1.5 MA remains

nearly unchanged even if some radial broadening is observed. The predicted LH current is

estimated to be 0.5 MA, whatever the plasma current value, close to the level determined from

experimental observations. It is worth to note that at low plasma current, conditions correspond

to the "few passes" regime for the absorption of the LH wave, as discussed in Sec. IV. B, and

large radial effects are then expected when magnetic ripple is taken into account. Conversely,

when plasma current is high, the full power absorption takes place after a reduced averaged

number of passes N as compared to the low current case, and consequently ripple effects are

less important since the stochastic nature of the ray propagation in a toroidal equilibrium is

hindered by the high absorption rate of the power carried by the LH wave.

C. FAST ELECTRON RIPPLE LOSSES

Fast electron ripple losses provide also an interesting tool to investigate both spatial and

spectral dependences of the absorbed power during LH current drive experiments. Indeed, fast

electrons which are scattered off by collisions with a large perpendicular momentum may be

toroidally trapped in the local magnetic mirrors, and thus lost to the vacuum vessel during their

vertical drift motion along iso-B surfaces if no collisional detrapping occurs.7 Therefore, the

current density carried by trapped electrons which are nearly collisionless gives a local estimate

of the absorbed LH power level in the plasma where an iso-B surface is tangent to an iso-ripple

surface. In addition, rough spectral informations may be obtained from a quantitative analysis,
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because collisional detrapping prevents non-thermal electrons to be lost in the magnetic mirrors

below a threshold energy.

For this purpose, two arrays of twelve electric collectors have been installed inside two

vertical ports of TORE SUPRA, one on the ion drift side (top), the other on the electron drift

side (bottom).44 A given bottom collector is related to a known vertical chord across the

plasma by the drift trajectory of the fast electrons, and therefore an array gives the current

profile of non-thermal lost electrons drifting in its direction and entering the port. To link the

fast electron losses to the spatial and spectral dependences of the LH absorbed power, a kinetic

model has been developed, based on the resolution of a steady state Fokker-Planck equation

V • r«ji = V • FLH by a Green's function technique, where Fcoii and FLH are the electronic

fluxes in momentum space that result from collisions (slowing-down + pitch-angle scattering)

and from resonant wave-particle interactions respectively. The ripple effect is modeled by a

loss cone in velocity space as shown in Fig. 16, which represents the domain where fast

electrons whose banana tips are outside the good confinement zone defined by the condition

a* > 1.3 Electrons entering this cone are assumed to be lost when their energy is above a

threshold related to collisional detrapping. A consistent calculation of the local electronic flux <X>

through the loss cone is carried out to estimate the total current collected Irjp by the ripple

diagnostic (see appendix).

A study of the scaling of Irjp with the plasma current Ip at a fixed electron density and

launched LH power level PLH has been carried out on TORE SUPRA. Such an experiment

enables to increase the size of the good confinement zone with Ip, as a* varies as 1/q, where q

is the local safety factor.^ Therefore, the regular increase of Inp with Ip at constant input LH

power displayed in Fig. 17, suggests that the region where the LH power deposition takes place

is more rapidly shifted towards the edge of the plasma, than the good confinement zone

(a* > 1). This effect may be enhanced by a global reduction of the detrapping process in the

loss cone since most of the absorbed power is expected to lie in a region where electronic

density is low. Even if it is not possible to decide between a shift or a broadening of the LH

power deposition profile from the increase of Inp with Ip, it is interesting to note that the spatial

evolution of the LH absorbed power density with the plasma current Ip deduced from ripple
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losses is roughly consistent with that of Abel inverted profiles of the non-thermal

bremsstrahlung emission measured in similar experiments. Therefore, such a radial evolution

may be ascribed mainly to an increase of the electron temperature of the plasma at high current

value, so that the LH wave damping can take place in outer regions of the plasma. Indeed, the

launched LH power level is rather low in this set of experiments, PLH = 1 MW, and the main

heating source comes from ohmic contribution.

Simulations of InP have been carried out, which take into account the actual geometry of

the good confinement domain, in particular for the determination of the local angular width of

the loss cone in momentum space. The absorbed LH power is estimated from ray-tracing

calculations coupled with a one dimensional relativistic Fokker-Planck code. As described in

previous sections, magnetic ripple corrections are taken into account in determining the ray

trajectories. Even if the increase of InP with Ip can be reproduced without magnetic ripple as

shown in Fig. 17, the predicted slope AIrip/AIp is much larger than the measured one, and no

loss current is predicted at Ip = 0.7 MA in contradiction with the experimental observation.

These discrepancies may not be removed by a variation of 20% of the detrapping threshold

level around the theoretical estimate.44 When magnetic ripple is taken into account, a better

agreement is found with experiment, not only for Inp at the lowest value of the plasma current,

but also for the whole dependence as a function of Ip. At low plasma current, the zone of bad

confinement extends over a very large domain between p/ap = 0.1 and the plasma edge, so that

most of the LH power lies in the region a* < 1, whatever the ripple level. Therefore, the

increase of the predicted loss current when ripple is included in ray-tracing calculations cannot

be ascribed only to some modifications of the power deposition profile and to account for the

experimental observation, it is necessary to invoke a larger density of fast electrons at energies

above the detrapping threshold. Since the absorbed power level —— averaged over the

dE

plasma volume is very low above the detrapping threshold as shown in Fig. 17, the calculated

loss current is negligible without ripple. However, when magnetic ripple is included in the
calculations of the ray trajectories, a large increase of —— is predicted which results from the

dE

better coupling of the LH wave with the fast electron population, and the calculated loss current

is then close to the experimental value. The lack of sensitivity of Irip to the LH power
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deposition profile at low plasma current because of the wide extent of the bad confinement zone

has therefore provided a clear evidence of magnetic ripple effects on the energy spectrum of the

absorbed power, in particular the better coupling between the LH wave and fast electrons for

parameters corresponding to "few passes" regime.

VI. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

Using ray-tracing, a detailed investigation of the LH wave propagation in presence of

toroidal magnetic field ripple has been presented. The local ray behavior has been first studied

for a cylindrical equilibrium periodically modulated along the axial direction. Variations in the

component of the wave vector parallel to the equilibrium magnetic field are observed, with a

maximum relative amplitude of the order of the ripple level. In addition, it is shown that

oscillations of the component of the wave vector parallel to the axial direction could have a

much larger amplitude than the ripple perturbation level. For the full rippled toroidal

equilibrium, a similar local behavior is found when the ray trajectory crosses a high ripple

region at the outboard edge of the plasma. As in the cylindrical case, the toroidal mode number

n, which is no longer a constant of the ray motion, exhibits very large oscillations as a function

of the toroidal angle, and their relative amplitudes are much larger than the ripple level.

However, because of cancelation between various terms, the parallel refractive index n// has

only modest relative variations of the order of the magnetic ripple depth. Despite its small

amplitude, the local ripple perturbation may have a strong global influence on ray trajectories,

as a consequence of combining effects of toroidal and large poloidal inhomogeneities. A large

sensitivity to the toroidal launching position is found, which therefore requires to take into

account in realistic calculations not only the poloidal extent of the antenna, but also the toroidal

one.

By coupling ray-tracing calculations with a one-dimensional relativistic Fokker-Planck

equation, simulations of LH experiments have been performed for the TORE SUPRA

tokamak which has a large magnetic ripple at the plasma edge (7%). It is shown that ripple

perturbation induces significant modifications of the predicted LH power deposition profile,
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mainly in "few passes" regimes, when the wave makes some but not many passes through the

plasma before being absorbed. In this case, magnetic ripple leads usually to a broadening of the

power deposition profile which takes place in a more central region of the plasma. Such an

effect may be ascribed to a global reduction of the wave damping rate. In this case, power

deposition turns out to be the outcome of a probabilistic process in the wave phase space, since

the stochastic nature of the ray propagation comes fully into play. This analysis is supported by

comparison of the power deposition profiles predicted by ray-tracing calculations including

magnetic ripple and simulations in which the LH wave propagation is described as a diffusion

process in the wave phase space. When a strong stochastic regime is already achieved in an

axisymmetric equilibrium, the effect of magnetic ripple corrections on the ray motion

disappears.

Besides the radial effect, a large modification of the dependence in energy of the

absorbed LH power is also found in the "few passes" regime because of magnetic ripple. Such

an effect may be explained qualitatively by a regular absorption rate along the ray trajectory. As

a consequence, a better coupling of the LH wave with the fast electron population is predicted,

leading to a significant increase of the current drive efficiency (= 30-40%). This better coupling

remains if the ripple amplitude is reduced by a factor three, while the power deposition profile

corresponding to no ripple is nearly recovered. In fully stochastic regimes, the very large

number of passes ends up by canceling any effects due to the ripple perturbation, as for radial

effects.

By considering the ripple perturbation in LH simulations, a better agreement is found

with experimental results, in particular the hard x-ray bremsstrahlung emission and the

measured LH current density profiles. It is interesting to mention that because the predicted

power deposition profile is broader in presence of ripple, it is no longer necessary to invoke a

large radial diffusion rate of fast electrons to account for the observed current density profiles in

full current drive discharges. Though specific to TORE SUPRA, the introduction of the

magnetic ripple in the calculations of the ray trajectory has therefore allowed to remove an

apparent discrepancy between results obtained by pertubative experiments and by full

simulations of stationary LH discharges.39 A detailed analysis of the loss current which results
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from fast electrons trapped in local magnetic mirrors between two consecutive coils has been

also carried out. At low plasma current, the bad confinement zone extends over a very large

domain, so that the absorbed LH power lies almost always in this region. To account for the

loss current level in this case, it is necessary to invoke the existence of a large population of fast

electrons, whose energy is much larger than the collisional detrapping threshold. A very good

agreement is found between experimental observations and numerical predictions when

magnetic ripple corrections are taken into account in the calculations of ray trajectories.

Though a better agreement has been found between experimental results and numerical

predictions when magnetic ripple is taken into account, there are still some discrepancies that

remain in other plasma conditions. In order to give a better description of the experimental

phenomenology, it is likely that additional processes have to be added in the simulation model,

like wave scattering by low-frequency density fluctuations.35-45 However, before considering

such physical mechanisms, it is important to include in the ray calculations all structural effects

like magnetic ripple which are independent of the state of the plasma, and may also affect

strongly the overall wave dynamics. Much in the same way, the self-consistency between the

calculated non-inductive current density profile and the resulting new plasma equilibrium,

which has not been considered in this study, must be introduced, especially for a detailed

description of steady-state scenarios based on an extensive use of LH waves at high power, as

it is foreseen for TORE SUPRA.
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The electronic flux through the loss cone <I> is given by the relation

O = JJrP-do (Al)

where P is the total electronic flux in momentum space, and 2) the surface of the loss cone as

defined in Fig. 16. It is assumed that F is the sum of three contributions, t*=T*s +T\i + 1\n,

where Ps, Pu., VLU result from collisional slowing-down, pitch-angle scattering and quasi-

linear diffusion respectively. In the polar coordinate system defined by unitary vectors up and

ue in momentum space, Fs, Fix, FLH may be expressed as

72f
r . = -A-L

ruP (A2)

TIM = FLH (nup - V l - ^ 2 lie) (A4)

where \L = cosG, y = yl + p2 a nd A = 47tcner
2logA. Here, p is the momentum value

expressed in relativistic units, re the classical electron radius, ne the local electron density, c the

speed of light and logA the Coulomb logarithm.

Reporting expressions (A2), (A3), (A4) in (Al), and using relations

do = 27tpdp*\/l - \i2
c e& where \ic = cos — 0C and 6C is the half angular width of the loss cone

as shown in Fig. 16, one obtains

<D = 2K(1 - nj) J ^ A l ^ t i ^ ( p , n = He)- pru,(p.H = ̂ c)]dp (A5)

Since the LH wave interacts mainly with high p// electrons, it is assumed that

» H = Me) = 0 for p > pc, where pc is defined as the detrapping momentum threshold by

collisions. Therefore, only pitch-angle scattering may contribute to ripple losses and <P is given

by
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(A6)

The electron distribution function is determined from the relation

f(p,H) = H 27cp'2dp'dn'G(p',n')P,n)V-PLH(p'^') ' (A7)

where G(p\ \i\ p, \i) is the Green function of the relativistic collisional operator

- 1 (A8)

including boundary conditions on the loss cone G(p'>pc,n'=H~,p,|i.) = 0 and the usual

condition G(p'= p",p.',p,|i) = Owhich ensures that an electron with momentum p results only

from diffusion in momentum space of higher energy electrons (p' > p). Here lim \i'= M-J and

/imp'=p", respectively, The determination of G(p\ \i\ p, \i) is based on a standard
p'-*p
p'Sp

procedure,46 which is generalized for a loss cone,47

x.(z«ff+i)

4

with y'=-\/l + p'2 . In expression (A9), H(x) is the Heaviside function,

~'VH''> and Pj,-i(|i) is the associated Legendre function of the first kind.25po_

The parameter Xi = -ai(ai-l) is determined numerically from the boundary condition

^l( | i = |ic) = 0 which must be satisfied on the loss cone O. As expected, ^i(n) may be

identified to the odd order Legendre polynomials, ,121 + — P2i+i(M-) with ai = 21 + 2, to satisfy
2

the boundary condition on the loss cone in the limit |ic = 0.
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The determination of O requires the knowledge of the electron flux in momentum space

that results from interactions of the fast electron population with the narrow spectrum of LH

waves launched in the plasma. It is given by the usual relation V-PLH = — ,
dP\P dV )

where —— is the energy per unit time, per unit volume and per unit parallel momentum
dp,,

going into electrons and out of the wave from the quasi-linear point of view. As most of the

LH power is absorbed near JI = 1, details of the FLH shape have only a weak influence on the

level of O. Therefore, it is assumed that LH power deposition occurs only on the axis p i = 0,

so that V • TLH may be roughly approximated by ', 8(|i -1 ) , where S(p) = — — .
27ip dp{p dp )

In simulations, —— is estimated from ray-tracing calculations coupled with a one-
dp

dimensional relativistic Fokker-Planck code.11 If S(p) * 0 in the interval pi < p < p2, the

electronic flux through the loss cone is given by

Xi(Z«r+l)

dp' (A 10)

taking advantage of the relation ^i(l) = 1.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

FIG. 1. Radial dependence of the ripple depth 8(r) for the periodically modulated cylindrical

equilibrium model, using TORE SUPRA parameters. The solid curve corresponds to the exact

solution of equation (1), and dashed curve to the approximate expression (2).

R7B6

FIG. 2. Radial dependence of the ratio EELJL for a parabolic current density profile deduced
8

from expression (8).

FIG. 3. Code-predicted ray behavior for an axially modulated cylindrical equilibrium as a

function of the axial coordinate z, using the electrostatic limit of the cold dielectric dispersion

relation, (a) The solid line corresponds to the full numerical calculation of n// and the dot-

dashed line to the radial position of the ray. (b) Evolution of the axial wave vector kz

determined by a full numerical calculation (solid line) and of the radial wave vector kr (dot-

dashed line), (c) Time-derivative evolution of the parallel wave vector k// determined

numerically from the code (solid line), and from expression (20) using kz, kr, at radial and axial

positions determined by the ray-tracing (full squares).

FIG. 4. Relative variation |AE»|/E// of the energy of fast electrons which are interacting

resonantly with the LH wave as a function of n//, for a spreading |An//|/n// of 10% due to the

magnetic ripple perturbation (solid line). The dotted line corresponds to the usual relation

between n// and E// based on the resonance condition co = v//k//.

FIG. 5. Iso-ripple contour for the tokamak TORE SUPRA.

. 8
FIG. 6. Radial variations of the three components of the toroidal field perturbation Bt (a), B<

(b) and Bi (c). Dotted lines correspond to components of the equilibrium magnetic field B as

determined from the Shafranov expansion.
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FIG. 7. Code-predicted ray behavior - parallel refractive index n//, normalized radial position

p/ap, toroidal n and poloidal m wave numbers, normalized radial wave vector krap, flux surface

condition C, = . . - for an axisymmetric (dashed line) and a rippled toroidal equilibrium
|vp| • |B|

(solid line) as a function of the toroidal angle.

FIG. 8. Code-predicted ray behavior in the vicinity of the first specular reflection as displayed

in Fig. 7, for an axisymmetric (dashed line) and a rippled toroidal equilibrium (solid line) as a

function of the toroidal angle.

FIG. 9. Ray path as a function of the toroidal angle at launch: thick line ((po = n/N, no ripple),

solid line (ripple case, (po = 7i/N, center of the antennna), dashed line (ripple case, <po = n/2N,

edge of the antennna), dot-dashed line (ripple case, (po = 3TI/2N edge of the antennna). In the

insert, details of ray behavior in the vicinity of the launching point are presented.

FIG. 10. TORE SUPRA shot #13550. (a): simulations of the power deposition profiles for

various ripple levels: the thick line corresponds to N = 18 (TORE SUPRA case), the dashed

line to N = 24, the dot-dashed line to N = 30, the solid line to the no ripple case and the full

square to the Abel inverted profile of the non-thermal bremsstrahlung emission between 50 and

100 keV. (b): absorbed power energy spectrum for various ripple levels.

FIG. 11. Ray trajectory for n//o = 1.75 at launch. Parameters correspond to simulation of the

TORE SUPRA shot #13550. (a) Radial position as a function of time normalized to the LH

wave frequency CO/2JC = 3.7 GHz. (b) Variation of the parallel refractive index n//. (c)

Normalized power absorption along the ray path. The solid lines correspond to the ripple case

(N = 18), and the dashed lines to no ripple. The vertical arrow indicates the radial position of

the ray when full absorption takes place for the axisymmetric case.

FIG. 12. Ray trajectory for n//o = 1.75 at launch. Parameters correspond to simulation of the

TORE SUPRA shot #13550. The parallel refractive index threshold given by the condition
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mi = n//th > . ' above which a strong Landau damping occurs, is plotted from the local
*y I c v*^c V )

electron temperature determined at all radial positions along the ray path. Corresponding radial

positions are given in Fig. 11. (a) No ripple case, (b) Ripple case (N = 18). The thick lines

correspond to n//± and the dashed lines to the parallel refractive n//

FIG. 13. Global effect of the ripple perturbation as a function of the ensemble averaged number

of passes Ns=0 over all rays launched in the simulations in the axisymmetric case, (a) Variation

of N between the ripple (N = 18) and the non-ripple cases, (b) Radial shift of the LH absorbed

power density profile averaged over all electron energies, (c) Radial broadening of the LH

absorbed power density profile averaged over all electron energies, (d) Relative variation of the

current drive efficiency. Open circles correspond to values deduced from simulation at

Ip = 0.8 MA and B t = 3.9 T, while stars indicate results obtained at different values of the

plasma current and toroidal magnetic field. Black arrows indicate the case discussed in sect. IV.

A (shot #13550).

FIG. 14. Power deposition profile for the full current-drive TORE SUPRA shot #10558. The

solid line corresponds to the ripple case (N = 18), the dashed line to no ripple, and the dot-

dashed line to predictions given by the diffusion model in the wave phase space. In the insert

are presented the normalized Abel inverted profile of the non-thermal bremsstrahlung emission

between 50 and 100 keV, and the normalized experimental current density profile determined

from magnetic measurements and polarimetry.

FIG. 15. Power deposition profile for the TORE SUPRA shot #15375 during which the

plasma current level has been set to two different values for a fixed LH power input, (a) Ripple

case (N = 18). (b) No ripple case, (c) Normalized Abel inverted profile of the non-thermal

bremsstrahlung emission between 50 and 100 keV. The solid full lines correspond to

Ip = 1.5 MA and the dashed lines to Ip = 0.7 MA.
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FIG. 16. Momentum phase space (p//, p j j diagram. (1): passing electrons. (2) super-banana

electrons. (3): banana electrons trapped and lost in local magnetic mirrors whose angular half-

width is 9C. (4) banana electrons. The collisional detrapping threshold is described by a sphere

of radius pc. All other parameters are defined in the Appendix.

FIG. 17 (a) Evolution of the ripple loss current level InP as a function of the plasma current Ip

at fixed LH power level, PLH = 1 MW, and electron density for TORE SUPRA. Full squares:

experimental measurements; dashed line: simulations without ripple; solid line: simulations

including ripple (N = 18). Errors bars correspond to an uncertainty of ±20% on the level of the

detrapping threshold energy, (b) Power deposition profile for the case Ip = 0.7 MA, TORE

SUPRA shot #13496. Solid line: ripple case (N = 18), dashed line: no ripple. The thick vertical

line indicates the limit between the good and bad confinement regions defined by conditions

a* > 1 and a* < 1, respectively. Note that in the two cases, the power deposition profiles lies

mainly in the bad confinement domain, (c) Absorbed power spectrum for the discharge. Solid

line: ripple case (N = 18), dashed line: no ripple. The thick vertical line indicates the threshold

energy below which collisional detrapping occurs.
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